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Aerodynamic Performance of a Wingtip-Mounted Tractor
Propeller Configuration in Windmilling and Energy-Harvesting

Conditions

Tomas Sinnige∗, Tom C. A. Stokkermans†, Nando van Arnhem‡, and Leo L. M. Veldhuis§

Delft University of Technology, 2629 HS, Delft, The Netherlands

Wingtip-mounted tractor propellers enhance aerodynamic performance by attenuating the
wingtip vortex with the propeller slipstream and inducing a favorable upwash on the wing.
However, the close coupling between propeller and wing means that wing performance may be
degraded when the propeller produces negative thrust. This paper analyzes the aerodynamic
interaction effects due to the wingtip-mounted propeller under such conditions, that occur
when the propeller is windmilling or used for energy harvesting. Experiments in a low-speed
wind tunnel and simulations with a RANS solver highlighted the drop in wing performance at
negative thrust for the case with inboard-up rotation. The interaction phenomena are reversed
compared to the beneficial propulsive case, since the inflow velocity and angle of attack are
now reduced on the part of the wing washed by the slipstream. Because of the reversal of the
swirl in the slipstream at negative thrust, the interaction is then favorable with outboard-up
rotation. For the considered propeller, that was not optimized for operation at negative thrust,
the energy-harvesting efficiency was about 10%. This can be improved for future designs by
optimizing the blade geometry and pitch setting of the propeller.

Nomenclature
Aref = reference area used in Eq. 3
CD = D/q∞S, drag coefficient
Cf = τw/q∞, skin-friction coefficient
CL = L/q∞S, lift coefficient
CP = P/ρ∞n3D5, propeller power coefficient
Cp = (p − p∞)/q∞, pressure coefficient
CT = T/ρ∞n2D4, propeller thrust coefficient
c = chord length, m
cd , cl = section drag, lift coefficient
cq , ct = section torque, thrust coefficient
cP = P′/ρ∞n3D4, section power coefficient
cT = T ′/ρ∞n2D3, section thrust coefficient
D = propeller diameter, m; drag force, N
J = V∞/nD, propeller advance ratio
L = lift force, N
n = propeller rotational speed, Hz
P = propeller power, W
PC = P/ρ∞V 3

∞D2, propeller power coefficient
based on freestream dynamic pressure

p = static pressure, Pa
q = ρV 2/2, dynamic pressure, Pa
R = propeller radius, m
Rnac = nacelle radius, m

Re = Reynolds number
r = radial coordinate, m
S = cs, wing reference area, m2

s = span (including nacelle), m
sw = wing span (excluding nacelle), m
T = propeller thrust, N
TC = T/q∞D2, propeller thrust coefficient based on

freestream dynamic pressure
V = velocity, m/s
Veff = effective velocity at blade section, m/s
X,Y, Z = axial, spanwise, vertical coordinate from pro-

peller center, m
x = axial coordinate from wing leading edge, m
y = spanwise coordinate from wing root, m
y+ = dimensionless wall distance
α = angle of attack, deg
β = blade pitch angle at 75% of the radius, deg
ηeh = P/ 1

2 ρ∞πR2V 3
∞, energy-harvesting efficiency

θ = swirl angle, deg
ρ = air density, kg/m3

τw = wall shear stress, Pa
φ = propeller circumferential coordinate, rad
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Sub- and superscripts
a = axial
dwns = in downstream survey plane
IU = inboard-up propeller-rotation case
int = integral
OU = outboard-up propeller-rotation case

t = tangential
ups = in upstream survey plane
∞ = freestream
′ = per unit span

I. Introduction
The need to reduce emissions of the rapidly growing air transportation sector has spurred interest in hybrid-electric

and fully-electric aircraft propulsion systems. Because of the limited effect of scaling on the performance of electric
motors, electrification of aircraft enables novel technologies such as distributed propulsion and tip-mounted propellers.
In this way, vehicle performance can be enhanced through improved propulsion integration, which can offset one
of the main disadvantages of batteries: low energy density compared to jet fuels [1]. A prime example is the tip-
mounted propeller, that promises significant aerodynamic benefits due to integration synergies. A recent comprehensive
experimental study by the authors [2] discussed the aerodynamic interaction effects for wingtip-mounted tractor
propellers, and confirmed the potential aerodynamic benefit compared to a conventional propeller-wing layout in case
of inboard-up rotation. The results complemented previous work [3, 4] and recent research related to the NASA X-57
Maxwell [5, 6]. In all studies published so far, the propeller was at positive thrust setting to simulate the propulsive case.

Besides opportunities for advanced propulsion integration, electric propulsion also enables energy harvesting.
During parts of the mission for which no power input is required, the motor(s) can be used as generator(s). As a result,
energy can be recovered during flight, thereby reducing the energy consumption for a given mission. One way of
harvesting energy is to use one or more propellers as airborne wind turbines during parts of the mission which do not
require energy input. By operating the blade sections at negative angle of attack, the direction of the forces is inverted
compared to the propulsive mode. This is sketched in Fig. 1 for the case of a propeller at a given pitch angle. The
negative torque corresponds to a negative power, which can be converted into electricity by the motor. This approach
has been proposed before for gliders [7–10] and naval applications [11]. More recently, work by general-aviation
manufacturer Pipistrel [12] confirmed the potential of energy recovery through regenerative propellers for an electric
aircraft optimized for training missions. Besides potential applications to aircraft, energy-harvesting rotors are also
being considered for airborne wind-energy systems, that use the rotors in propulsive mode for lift-off and hover [13].
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Fig. 1 Velocity triangles at a fixed-pitch propeller blade section in propulsive and energy-harvesting modes.

In contrast to the limited research focused on unducted rotors, energy harvesting in windmilling conditions has been
addressed in more detail for rotors of turbofans [14–16]. Experimental, numerical, and theoretical studies confirmed the
potential for power extraction in windmilling conditions, including consideration of the ‘negative rotation cases’ with
reversed rotational direction of the rotor. During free windmilling, the rotor blade loading typically features a mixed
compressor/turbine operation [15, 16], with positive loading (compressor operation) on the inboard part of the blade
and negative loading (turbine operation) on the outboard part. At higher (negative) loading conditions, the whole blade
is in turbine operation [15]. However, there are several differences compared to the propeller case. The presence of
the casing in turbofan applications modifies the tip effects compared to the unducted propeller case. Furthermore, it
causes an inlet distortion due to viscous effects [16]. Besides the direct effects on the rotor, for turbofan applications the
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flowfield is also affected by the stator response. During turbine operation, the stator vanes experience large negative
angles of attack, which leads to stall [14]. This affects the overall mass flow rate through the engine, and will have an
adverse effect on the system performance. This is not a concern for propeller applications with a single blade row.

Considering the tight integration between the propulsion system and the airframe that is typical of electric aircraft
designs, the use of propellers as energy harvesters will affect the overall vehicle performance. For aircraft with
wingtip-mounted tractor propellers, the performance depends strongly on the characteristics of the propeller slipstream.
In propulsive mode, the enhanced dynamic pressure and swirl in the slipstream provide a performance benefit in case
of inboard-up rotation [2]. If the propellers generate negative thrust, for example in an engine-inoperative condition
with windmilling or feathered propellers, or in energy-harvesting mode, the slipstream will be markedly different from
that when operating the propeller in the conventional propulsive mode. The lower dynamic pressure and swirl in the
slipstream will cause a loss of lift on the wing, thereby adversely affecting the vehicle performance.

Previous work on tip-mounted propellers has not considered the consequence of negative propeller thrust on system
performance. This paper analyzes the aerodynamic interaction effects occurring in such conditions for a wingtip-
mounted tractor propeller configuration. The integral forces and wing loading are discussed based on data obtained
from experiments performed in a low-speed wind tunnel. These experimental data are complemented by numerical
results, that provide detailed flowfield information and loading distributions on the blades and the wing. The numerical
data are also used to assess the energy-harvesting potential of the considered propeller.

II. Methods

A. Geometry
The experimental and numerical investigations considered the same propeller and wing geometries. Figure 2

provides photographs of the models used in the experiment. Technical drawings and a CAD model of the setup are
available through Ref. [2] (Model 1).

Wing

Propeller

Ground board
(symmetry plane)

Turntable

n

a) Front view

Nacelle

Plain

Transition
strip

flap

Rows of
pressure taps

b) Close-up of models

Fig. 2 Experimental setup in Delft University of Technology’s Low-Turbulence Tunnel [2].

1. Propeller
The considered propeller has a diameter of 0.237 m and four blades set to a pitch angle of 23.9 deg at 75% of the

radius. Reference [17] provides the radial distributions of the blade chord and twist angle. The axisymmetric nacelle,
connected directly to the wing, has a diameter of 0.070 m.

Compared to modern designs, the propeller has a low blade count, a low solidity, and no sweep. Yet, its slipstream
introduced the relevant aerodynamic phenomena to the flowfield that affect the propeller-wing interaction. Therefore, it
was decided that the propeller was adequate for the study presented in this paper.
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2. Wing
A semi-installed propeller-wing configuration is simulated by combining the propeller and nacelle with a straight

wing with a chord length of c = 0.240 m, a span of sw = 0.292 m, a symmetric NACA 642A015 profile, and a
25%-chord plain flap with a flap gap of 1 mm. A low-aspect-ratio wing with a high ratio of propeller diameter to
wingspan is used to obtain a strong interaction between the propeller slipstream and the wing, which aids in the
interpretation of the aerodynamic interaction mechanisms. The distance between the propeller plane and the wing
leading edge is 44% of the propeller diameter. Transition was forced in the experiment using strips with silicon-carbide
particles, at x/c = 0.12 on both the upper and lower sides of the wing. The numerical simulations were fully turbulent.

The flap is used to simulate the cases with the propeller slipstream rotating in the same and opposite directions of the
wingtip vortex (outboard-up and inboard-up propeller rotation) with a single propeller. This was achieved by performing
the experimental and numerical simulations at symmetric positive and negative flap deflection angles (±10 deg). The
results obtained at the negative flap setting represent the outboard-up rotating case at the positive flap setting after
inverting the sign of the angle of attack and the lift coefficient:

αOU = −αIU,

CLOU = −CLIU ,

CDOU (CLOU ) = CDIU (−CLIU ).
(1)

B. Wind-Tunnel Experiment
The experimental data were obtained with the same setup as discussed in detail in Ref. [2]. Here, only a summary is

provided. The experiments were performed in the Low-Turbulence Tunnel at Delft University of Technology. This
low-speed, closed-return wind tunnel features a closed-wall test section, visible in Fig. 2a, with a cross-section of
1.80 × 1.25 m. At the selected freestream velocity of 40 m/s, the turbulence level is below 0.1%. The models were
attached to a ground board of 2.055 m length suspended from the test section’s ceiling, spanning the entire width of
the test section. This ground board represents the symmetry plane for the experimental arrangement, and reduced the
height of the test section to 0.995 m. The flow on the ground board was made turbulent by a transition strip, applied
at 0.140 m from the board’s leading edge. The wing model was connected to the turntable integrated into the ground
board, with the wing leading edge positioned at 1.205 m (5.02c) downstream of the ground board’s leading edge.

The integral forces and moments generated by the propeller-wing combination were obtained with an external
six-component balance. Measurements were taken both with and without the propeller blades installed to allow for an
assessment of the aerodynamic interaction effects caused by the propeller slipstream. Apart from the forces acting on
the models, the balance data also included the forces and moments on the turntable in the wind-tunnel ceiling (Fig. 2),
mostly dominated by skin-friction drag. Tare measurements were taken with the model removed from the test section
to correct for this effect. This approach cannot account for the interference drag associated with the junction flow at
the interface between the wing and the turntable. The uncertainty of the balance measurements was estimated from
repeated measurements at equal operating conditions. The typical standard deviation of the lift data is around 0.04 lift
counts, while the standard deviation of the drag data is approximately 3 drag counts.

The wing model used in the experiment contains a total of 408 pressure taps (Fig. 2b), providing local measurements
of the pressure distribution at 8 spanwise locations. For the operating conditions considered in this paper, data were
recorded only at y/s = 0.445 and y/s = 0.666, corresponding to spanwise stations outside and inside the slipstream,
respectively. The pressure data were integrated to obtain the section lift coefficient on the wing. In this process, the
local geometry of the wing profile was accounted for.

C. CFD Simulations With RANS Solver
Steady simulations were performed for the propeller-wing configuration considered in the experiment using an

actuator-disk approach. The blade-loading data required for these simulations was obtained from simulations of the
isolated propeller configuration (blades, spinner, and nacelle). The latter simulations were performed by considering a
single blade with spinner and nacelle in a 90-deg wedge. An overview of the corresponding domains and boundary
conditions is shown in Fig. 3. Note that the simulations of the isolated propeller were done with far-field boundaries,
while the simulations of the propeller-wing configuration were performed in the wind-tunnel domain, i.e. with the
wind-tunnel walls modeled. As shown in Fig. 3, the inner domain could be positioned at an angle of attack with respect
to the modeled wind-tunnel walls. This paper only discusses numerical results obtained at an angle of attack of 0 deg.
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Fig. 3 Numerical domains and boundary conditions [18].

The numerical simulations were performed by solving the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations for com-
pressible flow with a second-order scheme using ANSYSr Fluent, Release 16.0[19], a commercial, unstructured,
finite-volume, cell-centered solver. The advection term was discretized with an upwind scheme using the Barth-
Jespersen boundedness principle [20]. Turbulence was modeled using the Spalart-Allmaras one-equation model [21],
with modification proposed by Dacles-Mariani et al. [22] to prevent build-up of turbulence viscosity in vortex cores.
The inlet turbulence quantities were selected following the recommendations by Spalart and Rumsey [23], resulting in
an eddy viscosity ratio of 0.21044 with the wing chord as reference. To fully resolve the boundary layer, the y+ value
on the no-slip walls of the model was less than one.

A detailed discussion of the numerical setup, including grid-dependency studies, is provided in Ref. [18]. This
reference also compares the actuator-disk results to data obtained from simulations with fully-resolved blades and
simulations with an actuator-line model. The wing loading was nearly the same using these three numerical approaches,
and the actuator-disk model provided a good prediction of the wing loads compared to the experimental data.

D. Low-Order Numerical Analyses With Blade-Element Method
The open-source blade-element tool XROTOR[24] was used to allow for rapid propeller loading predictions that

were for example used to identify the optimal blade pitch setting of the propeller for maximum energy-harvesting
performance. The XROTOR simulations were run with the built-in self-deforming wake model, and the wake-induced
velocities computed with the available potential-flow method. XFOIL[25] was used to obtain the propeller blade section
characteristics which are required as inputs to XROTOR. Multi-variable optimizations were performed to convert
the raw lift and drag polars into the lift and drag response models employed by XROTOR. The airfoil data were not
corrected for the effects of rotation on the blade section characteristics.

E. Test Cases
All results discussed in this paper were obtained with a freestream velocity of V∞ = 40 m/s to remain consistent

with the data set discussed in Ref. [2]. The resulting Reynolds number based on the wing chord was about Rec =

650,000, while the Reynolds number based on the propeller diameter was ReD = 640,000. The measurements were
performed over an angle-of-attack range of −20 ≤ α ≤ 20 deg, while the numerical simulations were only performed
with symmetric inflow conditions (α = 0 deg). Tare measurements and simulations were performed with the blades
removed to obtain a baseline to which the propeller-on data could be compared. The propeller was operated around
negative thrust conditions, corresponding to advance ratios in the range of 1.0 ≤ J ≤ 1.8 at the selected blade pitch
of 23.9 deg at r/R = 0.75. The corresponding Reynolds number referenced to the chord length and effective velocity
on the outboard part of the blades was around 100,000. Measurement cases at positive thrust setting were evaluated
before, and are discussed extensively in Ref. [2]. These data are included in the paper in order to compare the response
at positive and negative thrust settings.
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III. Results
The performance of the isolated propeller was analyzed using the CFD simulations with single blade (Sec. II.C) and

the XROTOR analyses (Sec. II.D). The interaction effects for the propeller-wing configuration were investigated based
on the experiments (Sec. II.B) and the CFD simulations with actuator-disk model (Sec. II.C).

A. Isolated Propeller Performance

1. Blade Loading
Figure 4 displays the performance of the isolated propeller in terms of thrust and torque coefficient versus advance

ratio. The data were obtained from the CFD simulations of the isolated propeller and XROTOR. The qualitative
agreement between the CFD and XROTOR data is reasonable. The quantitative offset in thrust and especially power
between the two data sets is most likely due to inaccuracies in the lift and drag data of the blade sections used in
the XROTOR analyses. Figure 4a provides the thrust and power coefficients referenced to the rotational speed of the
propeller (CT = T/ρ∞n2D4 and CP = P/ρ∞n3D5). For the installed configuration, the thrust coefficient of the rotor
CT does not relate directly to the interaction effects at the wing. Therefore, in Sec. III.B the alternative definition of the
thrust coefficient, TC = T/q∞D2, is used. This coefficient represents the average disk loading over the actuator disk.
For reference, Fig. 4b plots TC as a function of the advance ratio, again based on both the CFD and XROTOR data.
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Fig. 4 Isolated propeller thrust and power coefficient versus advance ratio.

The propeller response at positive thrust shown in Fig. 4a is as expected and was described in Ref. [2]. From an
advance ratio of approximately 1.0 onward, the thrust becomes negative. In this regime, the lift and drag forces on the
blade sections both contribute to the force in the thrust direction (Fig. 1). Therefore, the slope of the thrust coefficient CT

versus advance ratio steepens compared to that in positive-thrust conditions. The propeller power coefficient displays a
comparable trend as the thrust coefficient, even though in the negative-thrust regime the drag force opposes the negative
torque. The cross-over advance ratio from positive to negative power occurs at higher advance ratio than for the thrust.
This is because the lift coefficients are small but positive at the zero thrust condition, thus contributing to a positive
torque. For advance ratios above approximately 1.4, the thrust and power response flatten, because the cambered airfoil
sections of the considered propeller are not designed for operation at relatively large negative angles of attack. This was
also observed in previous work for windmilling fans [16], and is caused by local separation on the blades.

To visualize the differences in flow separation on the blades between typical propulsive and energy-harvesting
conditions, Fig. 5 plots distributions of skin friction coefficient and shearlines on the blades at J = 0.8 and J = 1.6.
Note that the colorbars in the two subfigures do not have the same scale. It can be seen that the cambered blade sections
are not efficient for operation at negative loading conditions. In propulsive mode (Fig. 5a), the flow is attached over the
largest part of the blade, except for trailing-edge stall on the inboard radial sections. This is due to the locally inefficient
blade design, and would not occur on more modern blade designs at comparable conditions. In energy-harvesting mode
(Fig. 5b), additional flow separation can be observed near the trailing edge of the blade at about 40% and 90% of the
radius. Shape optimization would be required to make the blade design more robust for efficient energy harvesting.
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Fig. 5 Visualization of flow separation on the propeller blades by contours of skin friction coefficient and shear
lines (CFD data).

The high negative thrust and torque (power) on the blades and associated separation in energy-harvesting conditions
leads to local distortions in the blade loading distributions. This is shown in Fig. 6 for the radial distributions of thrust
and power. At negative thrust conditions, the shape of the loading distributions clearly differs from the typical result for
minimum-induced loss in the positive thrust regime. Moreover, the flattening of the blade response at high advance
ratio, observed before in Fig. 4a, can clearly be recognized when for example comparing the blade loading distributions
at J = 1.6 and J = 1.8.
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Fig. 6 Blade loading distributions (CFD data).
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2. Slipstream Characteristics
The distorted blade-loading distribution affects the slipstream characteristics and thus the interaction effects on a

downstream aerodynamic surface immersed in the slipstream. Figure 7 provides the radial distributions of axial and
tangential velocity in the slipstream at 0.19R downstream of the propeller center. These distributions are instrumental
in the interpretation of the data for the propeller-wing configuration. The edge of the nacelle is located at r/R = 0.295.
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Fig. 7 Radial distributions of axial and tangential velocity in the propeller slipstream at 0.19R downstream of
the propeller center (CFD data).

The distribution of the axial velocity (Fig. 7a) displays the expected decrease in velocity with decreasing thrust
setting (increasing advance ratio). At negative loading conditions, the axial velocity in the slipstream is lower than in
the freestream. This will cause a decrease in the lift on surfaces immersed in the slipstream. Comparing the results at
positive and negative power coefficients (for example J = 0.8 versus J = 1.6), it can be seen that the tangential velocity
(Fig. 7b) reverses. This is as expected considering the opposite direction of the propeller torque in both conditions.
Since the tangential velocity in the slipstream modifies the effective angle of attack perceived by the downstream wing,
this will have a pronounced impact on the wing loading of the installed configuration.

3. Energy-Harvesting Performance
The power coefficient used in Figs. 4 and 6 does not provide a clear insight into the absolute power consumption or

generation by the propeller. Therefore, an alternative power coefficient, PC = P/ρ∞V 3
∞D2, was defined to assess the

energy-harvesting performance of the propeller. Furthermore, an energy-harvesting efficiency was defined as:

ηeh =
P

1
2 ρ∞πR2V 3

∞

, (2)

with P the power generated by the rotor (obtained directly from CFD and XROTOR), and the term in the denominator
representing the power available in the flow for energy conversion, defined following the typical convention for
horizontal-axis wind turbines. Figure 8 displays the corresponding results from CFD and XROTOR. It can be seen that
in both cases maximum regenerative power and energy-harvesting efficiency is obtained around J = 1.6, with the CFD
and XROTOR results again in qualitative agreement over the entire advance-ratio range considered. The XROTOR
simulations underestimate the regenerative power compared to CFD, leading to an energy-harvesting efficiency lower by
about 2 percentage points. At the considered blade pitch setting, the maximum energy-harvesting efficiency predicted
by the CFD data was about 10%. This is low compared to modern large-scale horizontal-axis wind turbines, for which
values of up to around 50% can be reached [26]. For small wind turbines the efficiency is already considerably lower
due to the reduction in lift-to-drag ratio of the blade sections with decreasing Reynolds number [26]. Furthermore, the
propeller used for the analyses discussed in this paper was not designed for operation at negative thrust conditions.
Therefore, the energy-harvesting efficiency could be improved by changing the blade design, while taking into account
that the propulsive performance should not be degraded. Ref. [12] has already proven the potential success of such a
multi-objective design effort, in that case applied to a fixed-pitch energy-harvesting propeller on a small electric aircraft.
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Fig. 8 Energy-harvesting performance by the propeller.

For a given blade design, the blade pitch setting can also be changed to obtain better energy-harvesting performance.
To minimize the downtime during the experiment and the number of simulations, it was decided to consider a single
blade pitch setting only for all test cases with propeller on. To investigate whether this choice was acceptable, advance-
ratio sweeps were performed with XROTOR to obtain the propeller performance at four different pitch settings. Figure
9 plots the resulting sensitivity of the energy-harvesting efficiency (Eq. 2) versus blade pitch angle and advance ratio.
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Fig. 9 Sensitivity of energy-harvesting performance to blade pitch setting (XROTOR data).

The results shown in Fig. 9 confirm the change in propeller response with blade pitch setting, and indicate that
an optimal pitch setting exists for maximum energy-harvesting performance. For the propeller considered here, this
pitch angle was approximately β = 15 deg, with a maximum energy-harvesting efficiency of about 10% as predicted by
XROTOR. Note that Fig. 8b showed that the energy-harvesting efficiency was underpredicted by XROTOR compared
to CFD by about 2 percentage points. The optimal pitch setting and maximum energy-harvesting efficiency will depend
on the propeller design and the inflow conditions. As mentioned already, the tested propeller was not optimized for
maximum energy-harvesting performance. According to the results discussed in Ref. [12], the maximum regenerative
power could be increased by increasing the solidity.

Since the considered propeller was not optimized for maximum energy harvesting or minimum negative thrust
in windmilling conditions, the quantitative differences between the various pitch angles are considered irrelevant for
this paper. The focus is on understanding the interaction phenomena at the wing due to the incoming slipstream of a
propeller that generates negative thrust. In a qualitative sense, the propeller response is similar at the different pitch
settings. Therefore, the fixed pitch angle selected in the experiment and the CFD simulations will not hinder the
investigation of the interaction phenomena relevant to tip-mounted tractor propellers in negative-thrust conditions.
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B. Installed Performance
The negative thrust produced by the propeller in windmilling and energy-harvesting conditions causes a drastic

modification of the propeller-airframe interactions compared to the propulsive case. This was investigated using the
experimental data and the numerical data extracted from the actuator-disk simulations. The validity of the simulation
approach was shown before in Refs. [18, 27] and is, therefore, not discussed in the present paper.

1. Integrated Loading
An external balance was used to measure the lift and drag of the propeller-wing configuration in the experiment.

Figure 10 presents the resulting lift and drag polars for a selection of the considered operating conditions. The case
without propeller installed is taken as baseline, to which the propeller-on data with inboard-up rotation are compared.
Two propulsive conditions are included; these data were published before in Ref. [2]. Furthermore, two negative-thrust
conditions are shown, one close to a free windmilling condition (J = 1.2, TC = −0.05), and one corresponding to the
optimal energy-harvesting condition (J = 1.6, TC = −0.14). For overview reasons, the drag polars are only displayed
for the propeller-off, J = 0.9, and J = 1.6 cases. Note that the balance measured the forces generated by the entire
model, including the propeller. Therefore, the propeller thrust and normal forces are included in the recorded lift and
drag forces. The reference area used throughout the paper to nondimensionalize lift and drag data was based on the
span of the wing with nacelle (0.362 m).
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Fig. 10 Effect of propeller thrust setting on the integrated loading of the propeller-wing configuration (experi-
mental data).

As expected, the system lift (Fig. 10a) decreases with decreasing propeller thrust setting. The associated reduction
in axial velocity, hence dynamic pressure, in the slipstream (Fig. 7a) lowers the local lift on the part of the wing
immersed in the slipstream. With inboard-up rotation, this is further enhanced by the reversed swirl in the slipstream
that occurs at negative power setting (Fig. 7b), following the mechanism sketched in Fig. 11. The results at J = 1.2
are very similar to those recorded for the blades-off case. This is due to the small thrust and torque produced by the
propeller at J = 1.2 (Fig. 4) and associated small propeller-induced velocities (Fig. 7). As a result, the offset in
propeller forces with respect to the blades-off configuration is small, and the interaction effects at the wing are minimal.

The drag polars (Fig. 10b) display large differences between the considered test cases. This is mostly because the
propeller thrust is included in the presented system forces. Compared to the blades-off case, the propeller generates
negative thrust (i.e. additional drag) in energy-harvesting conditions. Therefore, the drag polars at these operating
conditions are shifted to the right, as illustrated in Fig. 10b for the case at J = 1.6. In this condition, the system
performance especially improved at negative lift coefficient. This is due to a combination of the reduced dynamic
pressure experienced by the wing on the part washed by the slipstream, beneficial tip-vortex-attenuation and swirl-
recovery effects due to the reversed swirl in the slipstream (as discussed for the propulsive case at positive lift in Ref.
[2]), and the modification of the propeller blade forces at nonzero angle of attack. With increasing angle of attack
(absolute value), the propeller thrust increases and thus becomes less negative in the energy-harvesting condition. As a
result, the apparent lift-induced drag of the complete system then decreases compared to the propeller-off case.
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Fig. 11 Effect of the propeller-induced velocities experienced by the wing for the inboard-up rotation case.

The system performance of vehicles with wingtip-mounted tractor propellers strongly depends on the rotation
direction of the propeller [2]. When operating the propeller at negative thrust and power, the slipstream velocities
reverse compared to the conventional propulsive mode (Fig. 7). Consequently, the effect of the propeller rotation
direction is different in the propulsive and energy-harvesting modes. Figure 12 compares the effect of the propeller
rotation direction on the system lift and drag between the two modes of propeller operation. Again, the propeller
forces are included in the lift and drag data. For ease of interpretation, the lift data are cross-plotted against the thrust
coefficient TC at three angles of attack. The drag data are presented in the same way as in Fig. 10b.
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Fig. 12 Effect of propeller rotation direction on the integrated forces generated by the propeller-wing configu-
ration (experimental data).

As expected, the effect of the rotation direction on the system loading is a function of the thrust coefficient, and
thus reverses between the propulsive and energy-harvesting modes. At positive wing lift, swirl recovery and tip-vortex
attenuation occur when the tangential velocity in the slipstream increases the effective angle of attack at the wing
sections. In propulsive mode, this occurs with inboard-up propeller rotation [2]. In energy-harvesting conditions, the
tangential velocity in the slipstream is opposite to that in propulsive mode (Fig. 7b). Therefore, the optimal rotation
direction is also opposite to that in propulsive mode, and the vehicle performance increases with outboard-up rotation.
In terms of lift this is clearly illustrated by Fig. 12a, while the reduction in induced drag can be seen from Fig. 12b.
Compared to the propulsive mode, the reduction in axial velocity in the slipstream in energy-harvesting mode at least
partially offsets the beneficial effect due to swirl. Therefore, the system performance enhancement by the propeller is
typically smaller than in the propulsive mode. The relative magnitude of the propeller-induced effects depends on the
ratio of axial and tangential velocity in the slipstream, and thus is a configuration-specific result.
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2. Wing Loading
To provide additional insight into the local effects of the propeller slipstream on the wing loading, the sectional

loading characteristics were extracted. Estimates of the local wing lift were obtained from the experimental data by
integrating the measured surface pressure distributions. These results may be affected by the coarse resolution of the
pressure taps on the wind-tunnel model, especially around the flap. The pressure and skin-friction data from the CFD
simulations were integrated to obtain both lift and drag distributions over the entire wing. Figure 13 presents the results
at positive and negative thrust coefficient, in terms of section lift coefficient and corresponding lift-to-drag ratio. The
markers indicate the experimental data. The spanwise coordinate was made dimensionless with the wing span of 0.292
m, starting from zero at the root of the model. The loading on the nacelle is thus not shown in the figure. Note that the
J = 0.8 case is used in Fig. 13 to represent the results in propulsive mode of the propeller, since no simulations were
performed for the case at J = 0.9. Furthermore, it should be taken into account that the different operating conditions
considered in Fig. 13 did not lead to the same wing lift coefficient.
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Fig. 13 Effect of propeller thrust setting (inboard-up rotation) on the wing loading distribution at α = 0 deg
(CFD and experimental data).

The wing lift distributions (Fig. 13a) follow the trends observed before for the system lift (Fig. 10a). The reduced
axial velocity in the slipstream of the propeller at negative thrust results in a drop in wing lift compared to the propeller-
off condition, which is amplified by the downwash induced by the propeller swirl for the considered inboard-up rotation
case. A comparable similarity was observed in the experimental data set between the wing lift and system lift at nonzero
angle of attack, both inside and outside of the slipstream. This shows that the interaction of the propeller slipstream
with the wing plays a dominant role in the performance of the propeller-wing combination, as expected based on the
results for the propulsive mode discussed in Ref. [2]. Qualitatively, the polars of system lift and section lift were the
same; therefore, the latter are omitted here.

As observed in previous work [27], the CFD simulations return a higher section lift coefficient than that obtained
from the experiment, but the trends were captured at all thrust settings. As mentioned, the experimental results will be
affected by the finite resolution of the pressure data available for integration, possibly explaining part of the offset.

The changes in lift-to-drag performance of the wing with the propeller thrust coefficient (Fig. 13b) also mimic
those observed for the complete system (Fig. 10b). With inboard-up rotation, the upwash on the wing leads to
enhanced performance in propulsive mode, while the corresponding downwash in energy-harvesting mode decreases the
performance compared to the propeller-off configuration. The resulting change in wing lift-to-drag ratio was assessed
by integrating the spanwise distribution (excluding the nacelle). Figure 14 provides the resulting lift-to-drag ratios of
the wing as a function of thrust coefficient TC, for both inboard-up and outboard-up rotation. The datapoints in Fig. 14
were all obtained at α = 0 deg, and thus are not at constant wing lift coefficient. For reference, the wing lift coefficients
corresponding to each datapoint are indicated in the figure.
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Fig. 14 Effect of propeller thrust setting on the wing lift-to-drag ratio at α = 0 deg (CFD data).

Figure 14 shows that the wing lift-to-drag ratio increased by about 25% when compared to the propeller-off

configuration for the case with inboard-up rotation and the propeller in propulsive mode at a thrust coefficient of
TC = 0.28 (J = 0.8). With the same rotation direction in negative thrust conditions, on the other hand, the lift-to-drag
ratio decreased by about 25% compared to the propeller-off result at thrust coefficients of about TC = −0.15 (J = 1.6 to
1.8). At a condition of zero thrust (around J = 1.1), the propeller effect is negligible, as expected.

An opposite trend is observed for the case with outboard-up rotation. At positive thrust, the wing lift-to-drag ratio
decreased by around 30% at TC = 0.28 (J = 0.8). Due to the reversed swirl in the negative thrust regime, the wing
lift-to-drag ratio increased with decreasing propeller thrust. At a thrust coefficient of TC = −0.15 (J = 1.6 to 1.8), the
increase in lift-to-drag ratio was near 50%. Note that this benefit is larger than the increase observed with inboard-up
rotation in the positive thrust regime. This can partially be attributed to the different wing lift coefficients. Moreover,
the reduced dynamic pressure in the slipstream of the energy-harvesting propeller will reduce the friction drag on the
wing compared to the propulsive case.

3. Slipstream Flowfields
The effect of the propeller thrust condition on the slipstream flowfields was assessed using the CFD data. Two

survey planes were considered. The first was positioned at 0.19R downstream of the propeller center to assess the initial
slipstream flowfield. A second survey plane was defined at 1.5 wing chord lengths downstream of the wing trailing
edge, corresponding to an axial location of 5.9R downstream of the propeller center. Figure 15 plots the computed
swirl-angle distribution in both planes as a function of the propeller operating condition for the case with inboard-up
rotation. Figure 16 plots the same quantity for the outboard-up rotation case.

Figures 15 and 16 display the expected change in swirl in the downstream plane at positive thrust. With inboard-up
rotation the swirl decreases, while with outboard-up rotation the swirl increases, as shown before in Ref. [2] with
experimental data. The results at negative thrust setting confirm the reversal of the interaction effects in the energy-
harvesting condition that were observed in the loading data discussed in the previous sections. The distortion of the
slipstream [2] was smaller in the negative-thrust condition than in propulsive mode. This is expected to be a consequence
of the smaller distortion of the spanwise wing lift distribution (Fig. 13a) in the energy-harvesting condition.

The swirl-angle distributions were integrated to obtain a single figure of merit for each configuration, using the
following equation:

θint =
1

Aref

2π∫
0

1.1R∫
0

θrdrdφ, (3)

with Aref = π(1.1R)2 − πR2
nac for the upstream survey plane (hence with the area inside the nacelle removed) and

Aref = π(1.1R)2 for the downstream survey plane. The radial integration limit was set to 1.1R to capture the entire
slipstream, also in cases with slipstream distortion resulting from the interaction with the wing. The resulting mean
swirl angles are summarized in Table 1.
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Fig. 15 Effect of propeller thrust setting on the swirl-angle distribution upstream and downstream of the wing
with inboard-up rotation at α = 0 deg (CFD data).
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Fig. 16 Effect of propeller thrust setting on the swirl-angle distribution upstream and downstream of the wing
with outboard-up rotation at α = 0 deg (CFD data).
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Table 1 Effect of propeller rotation direction and thrust setting on the mean swirl angle in the wake of the
propeller-wing model at α = 0 deg (CFD data).

Operating point CL θ
ups
int θdwns

int
J TC Inboard-up Outboard-up Inboard-up Outboard-up Inboard-up Outboard-up

Prop-off - 0.16 0.16 0.0 deg 0.0 deg −3.0 deg −3.0 deg
0.8 +0.28 0.22 0.14 3.3 deg −3.3 deg −0.3 deg −5.2 deg
1.1 −0.01 0.16 0.17 0.1 deg −0.2 deg −2.7 deg −3.1 deg
1.6 −0.14 0.11 0.20 −2.3 deg +2.3 deg −4.5 deg −1.5 deg

Table 1 shows that with inboard-up rotation, the positive swirl in the propeller slipstream at TC = 0.28 (J = 0.8)
(see upstream result) canceled the negative swirl induced by the wing (see downstream propeller-off result), resulting in
a near zero average swirl. At TC = −0.14 (J = 1.6), on the other hand, the negative swirl in the propeller slipstream
added to the negative swirl induced by the wing, thus leading to an increase in the absolute swirl angle compared to the
propeller-off result. With outboard-up rotation, the results are reversed. At positive thrust, the swirl angle downstream
of the propeller-wing configuration increases compared to the propeller-off condition, while with negative thrust the
swirl decreases. These results are consistent with the induced-drag data shown in Fig. 12b, and once more highlight the
sensitivity of the system performance to the propeller rotation direction.

IV. Conclusions
This paper has quantified and explained the performance of an isolated propeller in energy-harvesting conditions,

the resulting system performance of a tip-mounted propeller-wing configuration, and the local loading on the wing as a
function of propeller thrust setting. For the isolated propeller configuration, the following conclusions are drawn:
• In the negative thrust regime, both the lift and drag forces acting on the blade sections contribute to the force

in the thrust direction. Consequently, the slope of the thrust coefficient with advance ratio is higher than in the
positive thrust regime. At constant freestream conditions and blade pitch setting, the absolute disk loading is
much smaller in the negative-thrust regime because of the lower effective velocity at the blade sections.

• Beyond a certain advance ratio, the negative thrust and torque responses flatten to a smaller gradient with advance
ratio than in positive-thrust conditions. The cambered airfoil sections of the considered propeller are not optimized
for operation at relatively large negative angles of attack, thus causing separation and associated viscous losses.

• Maximum energy-harvesting performance is obtained at a unique blade pitch setting that depends on propeller
design and inflow conditions, and thus is configuration specific. For the present propeller, not optimized for
energy harvesting, this was at about 15 deg, providing an energy-harvesting efficiency of around 10%.

• The blade-loading distributions in negative-thrust conditions differ considerably from those typical of minimum-
induced-loss propellers at positive thrust. This affects the slipstream characteristics and thus the interaction effects
on the downstream wing.

For the wing-installed configuration, the aerodynamic interaction phenomena change drastically compared to the
conventionally studied case at positive thrust setting. Based on analysis of the experimental and CFD data obtained for
this configuration, the following conclusions are drawn:
• With inboard-up rotation, the system lift and drag performance worsen with increasingly negative propeller thrust

setting. This is due to the reduced dynamic pressure in the propeller slipstream compared to the freestream,
and the reversal of the swirl compared to the conventional case with positive thrust. Whereas in the propulsive
condition studied in this paper (TC = 0.28) the wing lift-to-drag ratio increased by about 25% compared to the
propeller-off case, in energy-harvesting mode (TC = −0.14) a reduction of 25% was observed. Note that these
numbers are configuration specific.

• With outboard-up rotation, the interaction phenomena are reversed compared to the inboard-up rotation case.
Improved wing performance can be achieved at negative thrust conditions. A maximum increase in wing lift-to-
drag ratio of near 50% was obtained compared to the propeller-off case, albeit not at constant lift coefficient.

• The distortion of the slipstream is smaller at negative thrust conditions than at positive thrust conditions. This is
due to the associated smaller distortion of the wing lift distribution at negative thrust conditions.

The novel results presented in this paper increase our understanding of a previously unexplored, yet relevant operating
regime of the wingtip-mounted propeller. This understanding is useful for the further development of future electric
aircraft.
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